
It’s not unusual to hear Delilah when he’s around                                                                   
It’s when the drummers started drumming                                                                   
50)  Japan and Mexico capitals ban Russian, Indian and English leaders                                      
Jeremy Fisher and Kermit                                                                   
Juliet and the King paddle to Heather                                                                   
Jungle swinger’s mate comes from Texas we hear                                                                   
King, 1049, a real heavyweight                                                                   
55) Less able are angry about Scrooge                                                                   
Listen, I own a garden tool                                                                   
Manner of working carried out by Little Richard                                                                   
Mary’s husband knows the value of Etymology                                                                   
Mercury bores this author                                                                   
60)  Mona Lisa                                                                   
Monte Carlo house for a monarch from the East                                                                   
Mr Bond sits next to Ms Grenfell?                                                                   
Mr Hamilton, right in the middle of a Christmas song, left                                                                  
Mr Jones was looking around for foreign currency                                                                   
65)  Not the fastest lad to be awarded first place                                                                   
Olaranello                                                                   
On reflection, it’s evil and, in a way, elited                                                                   
Perfect timing for a Dutch household                                                                   
Poverty, indigence, penury                                                                   
70)  r                                                                   
Ragkoole                                                                   
Reed actor does a quick turn                                                                   
Right at the end of where you live                                                                   
Saga of Paris & London                                                                   
75)  Scarlet woman from Belgium                                                                   
Slip in the long grass                                                                   
Soldier dies in explosion, and can’t be found                                                                   
Son of Bethany, for short                                                                   
Sweet!                                                                   
80)  Tallest Welsh land well…. now dismantled                                                                   
Tchaikovskyo or Gagarino                                                                   
Tellurium is spotted in them….it’s very annoying                                                                   
The actor is allowed to play this famous rôle                                                                   
The answer to this one is entirely your choice                                                                   
85)  The bit around a male ferret                                                                   
The cobbler’s tool from broken hot machines                                                                   
The first fox, the first alligator, the first rabbit and the first mink                                                         
The French sea song from part of Italy                                                                   
The lion lost broken toy                                                                   
90)  The same man is at either end of a knot                                                                   
The smart circus man broke up the lion’s den                                                                   
The Stig and Alfred are hiding this magical character                                                                   
The tale about Bruce when he replaced Hungarian leader with English one                                   
The tool to draw on the press                                                                   

DON’T FORGET – ALL THE ANSWERS ARE ON THE BACK PAGE…. JUST NOT IN THE RIGHT ORDER!!!

If you wish to donate or suggest a prize for next year’s quiz, please e-mail your ideas to jonathan@hammondharwood.com


